
Mobility Marketplace

Enabling  
Mobility  
as a Service.



Mobility Marketplace 
Enable a simple customer experience in a complex payment environment 
with multiple operators.
Our Mobility Marketplace platform provides the glue of any multi-operator integrated payments solution. It manages the  
end-end payment processing for all transactions to ensure customers have a seamless payment experience and all mobility 
service providers and transport operators have a trusted revenue collection process. 
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Key Features of  
Mobility Marketplace

Core components for delivering 
a leading edge MaaS platform 
for the consumer

Robust financial processing, 
automating the reconciliation, 
apportionment & settlement of 
funds across service providers

API first providing simple  
and easy of integration

Built on established and  
trusted financial SaaS platform

Generates new value for 
operators, authorities and the 
customer through insights from 
consolidated data

Cloud hosted, providing 
scalability & extensibility

Facilitates multi-operator 
ticketing in one transaction 
and can manage commercial 
complexities of commission 
payments

Worldline as partner
At Worldline we have a highly experienced team of experts to support 
you and your customers through their MaaS journey. They can help your 
customers handle their journeys and their payments as safely as possible. 
We will guide you through every step of the process and make sure your 
customers reach their destination as smoothly as possible.
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Why Worldline?

Key Takeaways

Uniquely positioned in the 
market as transport and 
payments experts in  
15 countries and more  
than 18,000 employees

Leading UK rail retailer, and 
settling £10 billion rail revenue 
per annum across all operators

Management of end-to-end 
transit payment transactions 
processing €16 billion ticket 
transactions p/a with full 
reporting and admin portals

Value added services such as 
managed end-end support, 
UK-based contact centre, 
promotion and marketing 
integrations to CRM solutions

Innovation and thought 
leadership with €250 million  
invested in research and 
development per annum

Significant experience in 
working with partners to  
bring full MaaS solution

Uniquely positioned as 
experts in transport and 
payments

Built on decades of 
experience within the 
transport market

Manage the complexities  
of commercial relationships  
within the mobility 
ecosystem

The size and scale of 
Worldline mixed with the 
agility and collaborative  
way that we work

Clients
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